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THIS IS A VERY ELEGANT BIBLE CASE, IT HAS HIDDEN COMPARTMENTS THAT WAS A

PLEASENT SUPERISE . I LIKE THE REINFORCED HANDLES BECAUSE I AM VERY HARD ON

MY CASES AND IT STILL LAST EVEN AFTER ALL THESE MONTHS. I LIKE THE DARK PINK

HANDLES, AND THE HOW IT KEEPS ME ORGANIZED

This is a really good bible cover,I would recommend this. The only thing with mine as that on 2 sides

there was each a small cut. But it is nothing much. So don't freak out! It looks like the cut will stop at

the thread. But I do want to warn you. I got the purple color and if you're like me & like purple....Get

this. The inside is a girlish purple (but seeing I love purple it didn't matter to me!), The outside

(Metallic print) is more of a raspberry pink/ purple, the handles are a raspberry purple and it is very

beautiful. It is very roomy and it has a small pocket in the inside for a small notebook and it has pen

holder, it has 2 side pockets in the outside... (both beside the zipper.)and they come into use a lot.

On one of these side pockets it has a small pocket inside it. The handles are very good and sturdy.

The cross on the outside is very "cute" and it goes right in with the purple.. seeing it is silver. I totally

want to encourage you to get this. I haven't had it very long but I LOVE it. This a very good product

and it is really great. Get It! :)

I got this bible cover for my sister and she loved it not only cute but well made product and tell

anyone to buy it

My wife needed a new bible cover to replace one which was falling apart at the seams. This one

was reasonably priced and apparently better made than the one it succeeded. The picture does not

do it justice; it is even prettier than the photo suggests. If you need a new bible cover with durable

handles, this one is hard to beat!

I was happy with the color of the outside cover but the inside is a little different purple than I care

for(not a big deal). When this product came it did have a slight scratch on it but it wasn't so bad that

I would go through the trouble of mailing it back. Overall, it is a pretty nice Bible cover.

Just what I expected, my Bible and Sunday school book fit great in it and has plenty of pocket's and

a pen holder, love the color and everything about it!



This is not a great quality. There several strings hanging off that should have been snipped off, the

little leather caps on the handles slide all over the place and the zipper on inside pocket is a little

wonky. The shipping time was a little long. It was really inexpensive and fits both my 9" Bible and

another devotional of about the same size. Once I clipped the loose strings it's presentable but still

looks cheap. I would not give this as a gift though.

I just received this case and I love it. It's just what I wanted. It's pretty and shiny and it fits perfectly

with the BIBLE I wanted to put in it. I might even buy another one of them just in a different color.

But this case is beautiful I love it!!!
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